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Dengue Virus (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2009
Scientific research on dengue has a long and rich history. The literature has been touched by famous names in medicine- Benjamin Rush, Walter Reed, and Albert Sabin, to name a very few- and has been fertile ground for medical historians . The advances made in those early investigations are all the more remarkable for the limited tools available...
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Instant InnoDBPackt Publishing, 2013

	InnoDB, the default storage engine for MySQL, is one of the most robust and commonly used in the world today. It can, however, be initially daunting to learn how to start implementing its features, and it can pose unique problems to the beginner user. This guide is written to address these problems.


	"Instant InnoDB"...
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Architectural Design of Multi-Agent Systems: Technologies and Techniques (Premier Reference Series)IGI Global, 2007
Multi-agent systems (MAS) have emerged as a new methodology to address the issues in organizing large-scale software systems. This methodology provides a conceptual model that helps maintaining constraints, a task conventional software engineering is unable to achieve. In recent years, MAS has been used in various areas in computer science and...
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Zimbra: Implement, Administer and Manage: Get your organization up and running with Zimbra, fastPackt Publishing, 2007
Zimbra is open-source server and client software for messaging and collaboration: email, group calendaring, contacts, and web document management and authoring. The Zimbra server is available for Linux, Mac OS X, appliances, and virtualization platforms. The Zimbra Web 2.0 Ajax client runs on Firefox, Safari, and IE, and features easy...
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Out of the Inner Circle: A Hacker's Guide to Computer SecurityMicrosoft Press, 1985

	This book tells you about many of the experiences and stories that were part of my life as a sixteen-year-old hacker. I've tried where possible to make references general, rather than specific, to avoid giving you the impression that a particular hacking approach or technique always works on a single type or class of computer system....
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TeamCity 7 Continous IntegrationPackt Publishing, 2012

	Nowadays, Agile application development is usually done at a fast pace when many developers are working on the same piece of code. Every so often, this becomes a real challenge if there's no permanent control over consistency of the project source. It is often impossible to force lazy and/or busy programmers to execute tests before and...
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The Practice of Research on Migration and Mobilities (SpringerBriefs in Environment, Security, Development and Peace) (Volume 14)Springer, 2014

	The migration process is interpreted in a different way when researchers live in so-called societies of origin, than when it is interpreted from societies of destinationâ€•even when research work is multi-situated. The localization of researchers in this field involves numerous factors that influence the modalities for conducting research....
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Understanding DB2 9 SecurityIBM Press, 2006
Understanding DB2 9 Security is the only comprehensive guide to securing DB2 and leveraging the powerful new security features of DB2 9. Direct from a DB2 Security deployment expert and the IBM® DB2 development team, this book gives DBAs and their managers a wealth of security information that is available nowhere else. It presents real-world...
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Advances in Agent-Based Complex Automated Negotiations (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009
Complex Automated Negotiations have been widely studied and are becoming an important, emerging area in the field of Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems. In general, automated negotiations can be complex, since there are a lot of factors that characterize such negotiations. These factors include the number of issues, dependency between...
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The Book of CSS3: A Developer's Guide to the Future of Web DesignNo Starch Press, 2011

	
		CSS3 is the technology behind most of the eye-catching visuals on the Web today, but the official documentation can be dry and hard to follow. Luckily, The Book of CSS3 distills the heady technical language of the CSS3 specification into plain English, so you can get started on your next project right away.

	
		With...
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Beginning 3D Game Development with Unity: All-in-one, multi-platform game developmentApress, 2011

	Real time 3D games have been around for well over ten years now. We’ve played them, created assets in
	the style of our favorites, and maybe even “mod”ed a few of them. But until recently, the cost of licensing
	one of the premier game engines has ranged from several hundred thousand to several million dollars
	per title...
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Polymers in Drug DeliveryCRC Press, 2006

	Together, the nano explosion and the genomic revolution are ushering in a new frontier in drug delivery. In recent years we’ve seen how polymers can play a crucial role in controlling the rate of drug release, enhancing solubility and uptake, and limiting degradation and toxicity. In the very near future, they may well be used to...
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